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 The Caucasus 
 

General 

The Caucasus: an introduction (de Waal, T.), 2010, Oxford University Press, 9780195399776, pp.260, 

£12.99 

Essential guide to one of the most diverse and challenging regions, covering its history, Russia's role there 

from tsarist times to the Soviet era, its energy politics, and Georgia's extraordinary recent past. 

Armenian: Dictionaries 

Hippocrene Armenian<>English dictionary (Aroutunian, D. & S. Aroutunian), 1993, 

9780781801508, pp.378, £18.99 

Contains 18,500 entries. 

Armenian: Courses 

Talk Now! Learn Armenian, 4th ed., 2015, Eurotalk, 9781785014093, £24.99+VAT  

Talk Now! is the world's best selling language learning CD-ROM series for beginners, used by more than 

eight million people to date. It's useful for travellers, holiday makers, business people, school children, 

students and families. Interactive topics include: first words, phrases, shopping, numbers and time and you 

can test yourself with graded games. 

Azerbaijani: Dictionaries 

Hippocrene Azerbaijani<>English dictionary (Mamedov, S.), 1995, 9780781802444, pp.144, 

£16.50 

8,000 entries. 

Azerbaijani: Courses 

Simple Azerbaijani Language for Beginners (Useinova, Gulnara), 2006, KMT, book with CD(s), 

9789952808407, £57.99 

A foundation course in Azerbaijani language, designed for adults who want to start to use Azerbaijani in a 

short period of time. The audio CD contains all the recordings for textbook material. 

Talk Now! Learn Azerbaijani: Essential Words and Phrases for Absolute Beginners, 4th ed., 2015, 

Eurotalk, 9781785014246, £24.99+VAT  

Talk Now! is the world's best selling language learning CD-ROM series for beginners, used by more than 

eight million people to date. It's useful for travellers, holiday makers, business people, school children, 

students and families. Interactive topics include: first words, phrases, shopping, numbers and time and you 

can test yourself with graded games. 

Chechen: Dictionaries 

Chechen-English, English-Chechen dictionary (Nichols, J.), 31/05/2016, Routledge, 

9781138970212, pp.704, £30.00 

This bilingual dictionary contains 6000 words of essential vocabulary for Chechen: Basic verbs; pronouns, 

numerals, particles, conjunctions, and postpositions; common and everyday vocabulary and many entries of 

the rapidly disappearing traditional vocabulary. All entries have grammatical information and pronunciation 

guides and are given in both the current Cyrillic orthography and a user-friendly diacritic-free all-Latin 

transcription. 
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Georgian: Dictionaries 

Comprehensive Georgian>English dictionary. 2 volumes (Various), 2006, Garnett Press, 

hardback, 9780953587834, £75.00 

The most comprehensive and up-to-date dictionary available. 

English-Georgian theme-based dictionary: 7000 words (Taranov, Andrey), 01/01/2013, T&P 

Books Publishing, 9781784001339, pp.185, £16.99 

Convenient for daily use this dictionary contains over 7,000 most useful words. Simplified pronunciation is 

provided. 

Georgian vocabulary for English speakers: 7000 words (Taranov, Andrey), 01/01/2013, T&P 

Books Publishing, 9781780716923, pp.201, £16.99 

The dictionary is divided into themes, covering all major spheres of everyday activities, business and science. 

Around 7,000 headwords. In Georgian and Roman script. 

Georgian-English, English-Georgian dictionary and phrasebook (Awde, N.), 2011, Hippocrene, 

9780781812429, pp.236, £14.50 

Contains essential words and phrases for travellers and students in both Georgian script and transliteration. 

Georgian: Courses 

Beginner's Georgian (Kiziria, D.), 2007, Hippocrene, book with CD(s), 9780781812306, £40.20 

Designed for classroom use and self-study, this course is an ideal companion for students, travellers and 

business people. Each lesson opens with a dialogue, followed by vocabulary lists, grammar explanations and 

exercises. Includes 2 audio CDs. 

Georgian: Grammars 

Georgian: a learner's grammar (Hewitt, G.), 2nd ed., 2008, Routledge, 9780415333719, £48.99 

Revised and updated edition of a popular comprehensive grammar handbook for beginners. 

Ingush: Courses 

Ingush grammar (Nichols, J.), 2011, University of California Press, 9780520098770, pp.740, £65.99 

Comprehensive grammar of Ingush including explanations of phonology, tone system and syntax. 

 

 

 Central Asia 

 

General 

NEW! Uyghur: an intermediate textbook (Nazarova, G. & K. Niyaz), 06/12/2016, Georgetown 

University Press, book with CD(s), 9781626163645, £63.00 

Combining innovative language learning methodology with authentic audio and video materials, this 

textbook develops the four primary language skills-speaking, listening, reading, and writing-by integrating 

them into a clear, balanced whole. Includes a multimedia CD. 

Kazakh: Courses 

Colloquial Kazakh: The complete course for beginners (Batayeva, Zaure), 2nd ed., 2015, Routledge, 

9781138958562, pp.309, £60.00 

This course book provides a step-by-step course in Kazakh as it is written and spoken today and it equips 

learners with the essential skills needed to communicate confidently in the language. 
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NEW! Kazakh: a comprehensive grammar (Muhamedova, Raihan), 19/10/2015, Routledge, 

9781138828636, pp.324, £55.00 

The volume is systematically organized to enable users to find information quickly and easily, and provides 

a thorough understanding of Kazakh grammar, with special emphasis given to syntax. 

Kirghiz: Courses 

NEW! Talk Now! Learn Kyrgyz, 2015, Eurotalk, 9781785014291, £24.99+VAT  

Talk Now! is the world's best selling language learning CD-ROM series for beginners, used by more than 

eight million people to date. It's useful for travellers, holiday makers, business people, school children, 

students and families. Interactive topics include: first words, phrases, shopping, numbers and time and you 

can test yourself with graded games. 

Mongolian: Dictionaries 

Lonely Planet Mongolian phrasebook (Saunders, A. & J. Bat-Ireedui), 3rd ed., 14/03/2014, 

9781743211847, pp.206, £4.99 

Contains user-friendly instructions on pronunciation and grammar and advice on culture. In Mongolian 

Cyrillic and Roman transliteration. 

Mongolian: Courses 

Talk Now! Learn Mongolian, 2015, Eurotalk, 9781785014109, £24.99+VAT 

Talk Now! is the world's best selling language learning CD-ROM series for beginners, used by more than 

eight million people to date. It's useful for travellers, holiday makers, business people, school children, 

students and families. Interactive topics include: first words, phrases, shopping, numbers and time and you 

can test yourself with graded games. 

Tajik: Dictionaries 

Tajik<>English practical dictionary (Jilani, J.), 2009, Hippocrene Books, 9780781812337, pp.304, 

£22.95 

Contains more than 14,000 entries. 

Tajik: Courses 

Tajiki: An elementary textbook + CD-ROM (Khojayori, N.), 2009, Georgetown University Press 
Vol. 1, 9781589012639, £85.99; Vol. 2, 9781589012646, £49.99 

For beginner and lower-intermediate levels, it aims to teach basic communication skills and linguistic forms 

in their cultural context. 

Tajiki: reference grammar for beginners (Khojayori, N. & M. Thompson), 2009, Georgetown 

University Press, 9781589012691, £16.00 

A handy reference grammar designed for beginner-level language students and although designed to be 

used with both volumes of Tajiki: An elementary textbook, it can also be used on its own. 

NEW! Talk Now! Learn Tajiki, 2nd ed., 2015, Eurotalk, 9781785014307, £24.99+VAT 

Talk Now! is the world's best selling language learning CD-ROM series for beginners, used by more than 

eight million people to date. It's useful for travellers, holiday makers, business people, school children, 

students and families. Interactive topics include: first words, phrases, shopping, numbers and time and you 

can test yourself with graded games. 

Tatar: Dictionaries 

Tatar phrasebook (Awde, N. & G. Valeeva), 2009, Bennett & Bloom, 9781898948421, pp.184, 

£11.99 

Romanised phrasebook which also includes a two-way dictionary with over 4,000 entries. 
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Turkmen: Dictionaries 

Hippocrene Turkmen dictionary and phrasebook (Awde, N. et al), 9780781810722, £9.99 

Two-way dictionary with more than 4,000 total entries plus pronunciation guide and concise grammar. 

Turkmen: Courses 

NEW! Talk Now! Learn Turkmen, 2nd ed., 2015, Eurotalk, 9781785014314, £24.99+VAT CD-ROM.  

Talk Now! is the world's best selling language learning CD-ROM series for beginners, used by more than 

eight million people to date. It's useful for travellers, holiday makers, business people, school children, 

students and families. Interactive topics include: first words, phrases, shopping, numbers and time and you 

can test yourself with graded games. 

Uzbek: Courses 

NEW! Talk Now! Learn Uzbek, 2nd ed., 2015, Eurotalk, 9781785014260, £24.99+VAT 

Talk Now! is the world's best selling language learning CD-ROM series for beginners, used by more than 

eight million people to date. It's useful for travellers, holiday makers, business people, school children, 

students and families. Interactive topics include: first words, phrases, shopping, numbers and time and you 

can test yourself with graded games. 

Uzbek: an elementary textbook (with CD-ROM) (Azimova, N.), 2010, Georgetown University Press, 

book with CD-Rom(s), 9781589017061, pp.494, £86.50 

Comprehensive textbook for beginners, including cultural information, task-oriented activities, Cyrillic reader 

and extensive grammar explanations in English. CD-ROM features audio and video materials to accompany 

the text (for Windows & Mac). 

 

 

 

 Languages of Eastern Europe 

 

Albanian 

Dictionaries 

English<>Albanian one to one dictionary (Blushi, T.), 01/01/2015, Star Books, 9781908357717, 

pp.351, £19.95 

A medium-sized word-to-word dictionary, suitable for exam use. 

English-Albanian, Albanian-English word to word dictionary (Sesma, C.), 2011, Bilingual 

Dictionaries Inc., 9780933146495, pp.302, £19.95 

Good word to word dictionary without definitions and suitable for exam use. 

Courses 

Colloquial Albanian (Mëniku, L. & H. Campos), 3rd ed., 2015, Routledge, 9781138949591, £55.00 

Easy to use and up to date course for self-study. With free audio download. 

Discovering Albanian (Meniky, L. & H. Campos), 2011, The University of Wisconsin Press 
Textbook, 9780299250843, pp.370, £50.50; workbook, 9780299250942, pp.224, £18.95 

Modern introductory course of Albanian. Upon completing the book students should achieve A2/B1 level of 

proficiency. 
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Let's learn Albanian (Batjar, B. & B. Sokol), 2007, Pegi, book with CD(s), 9789928080295, £78.50 

52 clear and comprehensive lessons in modern Albanian, featuring situation-based dialogues, a variety of 

exercises, a section of grammar, glossary, audio CD and answer key. For beginners and intermediate 

learners. 

Grammars 

Albanian grammar: Albanian verbs explained, Bay, 9781873722084, £7.95 

Well-structured guide to Albanian grammar. 

Albanian grammar: Nouns and adjectives (Barlow, P. J.), Bay, 9781873722107, £14.95 

An essential guide to Albanian grammar for speakers of English. 

Albanian verbs: the art of conjugation (Bega, B. H. & S. B.), 2nd ed., 2017, Pegi, book with CD-

Rom(s), 9789928435231, £44.50 

A reference book covering over 1700 verbs and 100 verb patterns. Includes exercises and answer key on a 

CD-ROM. 

 

Bosnian 

Dictionaries 

Englesko<> bosanski rječnik, 2008, Svjetlost, hardback, 9789958107290, pp.406, £43.99 

Medium-size dictionary with grammar section and sample phrases. 

English-Bosnian, Bosnian-Engliah one-to-one dictionary (Kazanegra, B.), 2011, Star Books, 

hardback, 9781908357007, pp.343, £19.95 

A word-to-word medium-size dictionary suitable for exam use. 

Oxford English-Bosnian dictionary, Sahinpasic, hardback, 9789958413988, pp.1061, £73.50 

English>Bosnian dictionary with Bosnian>English index. 

Courses 

Bosnian, Croatian, Serbian (Alexander, R.& E. Elias-Bursac), University of Wisconsin Press 
Textbook with exercises and basic grammar, 9780299236540, £41.50; Grammar with 

sociolinguistic commentary, 9780299211943, £41.50; CD pack, 9780299221102, £27.50+VAT 

A comprehensive course suitable for self-study and classroom use. All dialogues, exercises and reading 

selections available in three languages. 

NEW! Talk now! Learn Bosnian, 2015, Eurotalk, 9781785014741, £24.99+VAT 

Talk Now! is the world's best selling language learning CD-ROM series for beginners, used by more than 

eight million people to date. Interactive topics include: first words, phrases, shopping, numbers and time 

and you can test yourself with graded games. 

 

Bulgarian 

Dictionaries 

English<>Bulgarian dictionary, 2013, Hermes, 9789542600114, pp.191, £11.99 

Approx. 10,000 entries. A modern, popular and portable dictionary with the most commonly used words. 

English-Bulgarian, Bulgarian-English one to one dictionary (Kocheshkova, V.), 2015, Star Books, 

9781908357656, pp.488, £19.95 

A word-to-word medium-size dictionary suitable for exam use. 
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Iliustrovan rechnik bulgarsko<>angliiski (Visual dictionary), 2011, PONS, 9789543441600, 

pp.352, £31.99 

Approx. 10,000 words and 1,800 thematic illustrations. An ideal learning aid for both adults and young 

learners. 

PONS dzhoben rechnik angliiski (English<>Bulgarian pocket dictionary), 2008, hardback, 

9789548278188, pp.403, £18.99 

Two-way dictionary containing 42,000 words and a mini-phrasebook. Suitable for exam use. 

Courses 

Colloquial Bulgarian (Hauge, K., & Y. Tisheva), 2nd ed., 01/07/2015, Routledge, book with online 

access, 9781138949638, £35.99 

A brand new edition of a popular, well-structured step-by-step course ideal for self-study. Contains 

vocabulary and grammar exercises with keys and updated, modern dialogues. 

Intensive Bulgarian: a textbook and reference grammar (Alexander, R.), University of Wisconsin 

Press 
Book 1, 9780299167448, £43.50; CD 1, 9780299250348, £29.16+VAT; book 2, 9780299167547, £42.50; 

CD 2, 9780299250447, £26.96+VAT 

Comprehensive course with grammatical coverage. 

Teach yourself complete Bulgarian (Holman, M. & M. Kovatcheva), 2011, book with CD(s), 

9781444106923, £44.99 

Easy to use self-study course. 

 

Croatian 

Dictionaries 

English<>Croatian one-to-one dictionary (Kazanegra, V.), 2nd ed., 01/08/2017, Star Books, 

hardback, 9781908357939, £19.95 

 Medium sized word-to-word two-way dictionary suitable for exam use 

English<>Croatian pocket universal dictionary (Borovac, I.), 2015, Mozaik Knjiga, 

9789531414005, £24.95 

A two-way pocket dictionary ideal for Croatian speakers, which can also be used by the English speakers 

learning Croatian. 20,000 entries. 

NEW! My First Picture Dictionary: English-Croatian, 23/09/2016, Biblio Bee, 9781908357779, 

£12.95 

Illustrated dictionary for children with first 1,000 words. 

Courses 

Beginner's Croatian (Vidan, A. &  R. Neibuhr), 2009, Hippocrene, book with CD(s), 9780781812320, 

£30.50 

An introductory course intended to help understand the basics of Croatian grammar and acquire basic 

communication skills. Also contains introduction to Croatia, review exercises and answer key. Includes 2 

audio CDs. 

Bosnian, Croatian, Serbian (Alexander, R.& E. Elias-Bursac), University of Wisconsin Press 
Textbook with exercises and basic grammar, 9780299236540, £41.50; Grammar with 

sociolinguistic commentary, 9780299211943, £41.50; CD pack, 9780299221102, £27.50+VAT 

A comprehensive course suitable for self-study and classroom use. All dialogues, exercises and reading 

selections available in three languages. 

Colloquial Croatian (Hawkesworth, C.), 01/07/2015, Routledge, 9781138949669, £35.99 

Easy to use course for self-study purposes. With free audio download 
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Teach Yourself complete Croatian (Norris, D.), 2010, Hodder Education, book with CD(s), 

9781444102321, £34.99 

New edition of this beginners course for self-study. The course is conducted in English with the aim of 

learning everyday, useful Croatian through real-life situations. 

 

Czech 

Dictionaries 

Anglicko<>český kapesní slovník, 2015, Lingea, 9788075081186, £14.99 

Pocket dictionary with over 35,000 words and translations. 

NEW! Česko-anglický ilustrovaný slovník, 2016, Jana Dolanská Hrachová 

A series of illustrated thematic dictionaries, each one contains approx. 1,600 words. 
Part 1: Family / Body & health / Fruit & vegetables / Groceries / Eating out, 9788090663725, 

£20.99 

English-Czech, Czech-English one-to-one dictionary (Poulova, J.), 2012, Star Books, hardback, 

9781908357243, pp.432, £18.95 

Medium sized, word-to-word bilingual dictionary, suitable for exam purposes. 

Kapesní slovník anglicko<>ceský (Pocket English<>Czech), 2nd ed., 2010, Fraus, 

9788072389520, pp.941, £13.50 

40,000 words, includes grammar reference section. 

NEW! Lingea anglicko<>český praktický slovník (English<>Czech practical), 4th ed., 2016, 

Lingea, flexi (plastic) cover, 9788075081919, pp.1243, £24.99 

Medium-sized two-way dictionary with 70,000 words and headwords in blue. 

Lingea English-Czech, Czech-English pocket dictionary, 4th ed., 2013, Lingea, 9788087819142, 

pp.832, £12.50 

Pocket dictionary with 35,000 words and 2,000 phrases. 

Courses 

Basic Czech (Adamovičová, A. & D. Ivanovová), Karolinum 
Level 1 (A1). Textbook, 9788024623344, £13.50 3rd ed.; Level 2 (A2). Textbook & CD, 

9788024625140, £15.00 3rd ed.; Level 3 (B1-B2). Textbook, 9788024632568, £15.99 

The main emphasis of this course is on communicative methods based on an action-oriented approach. 

Each level contains 6 lessons, corresponding to at least 10 teaching hours. CD sold with the 2nd level 

contains texts for both levels. 

Česká čítanka: Adaptované texty a cvičení ke studiu češtiny jako cizího jazyka. (anglická verze) 

(Kořánová, Ilona), 2013, Akropolis, 9788087481998, £23.50 

Collection of seventeen adapted texts of different genres by popular Czech writers. Improves reading skills 

and vocabulary. For levels A2-B2. 

Čeština expres (Czech Express) (Holá, L.), 2010-2014, Akropolis 
Level 1 (A1/1), 9788087481226, £20.50; level 2 (A1/2), 9788087481264, £29.95; level 3 (A2/1), 

9788074700323, £31.50 

New edition of the popular Czech Express course, including a textbook, workbook, CD, and grammar 

supplement. It is designed for beginners who want to reach the breakthrough level by fast, communicative 

methods with less emphasis on grammar. 

NEW! Čeština pro cizince: učebnice a cvičebnice (Various), 2nd ed., 2016, Edika 
Level A1-A2, 9788026611875, £29.99; level B1, 9788026610489, £20.50; level B2, 9788026601784, 

£29.99 

A comprehensive training material for foreign student's. Each chapter consists of dialogues, exercises, 

grammar reference section, reading and listening practice. With audio CD. 

Colloquial Czech, 3rd ed., 01/07/2015, Routledge, book with online access, 9781138950108, £35.99 

Easy to use, comprehensive and clearly structured self-study course for beginners. 
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Czech step by step / Česky krok za krokem (Holá, L.), 6th ed., 2016, Akropolis 
Textbook & 2 CDs, 9788074701290, £40.99 Pack. ; NEW! workbook (lessons 1-12), 9788074701337, 

£18.99; NEW! workbook (lessons 13-24), 9788074701344, £17.50 

A basic course in the Czech language for English-speaking foreigners. Pack contains textbook, CD, activity 

book and an outline of Czech grammar. Covers level A1-A2. 

Czech step by step / Česky krok za krokem 2 (Holá, L. & P. Bořilová), Akropolis 
Textbook & CD, 9788086903927, £54.99; workbook (lessons 1-10), 9788087481660, £18.50; NEW! 

workbook (lessons 11-20), 9788074701085, £18.99 

Second volume of a popular coursebook 'New Czech step by step' containing textbook, English-German-

Russian glossary, grammar booklet and 2 audio-CDs. In Czech throughout. 

Teach Yourself complete Czech (Short, D.), 2010, Hodder Education, book with CD(s), 

9781444106916, £39.99 

A popular, comprehensive self-study course for complete beginners with the aim of learning everyday, useful 

Czech through real-life situations. 

Grammars 

401 Czech verbs (Davies, B. & J. Hejduková), 3rd ed., Bruce Davies, 9788023972603, £39.95 

401 verbs fully conjugated in all the tenses with idiomatic examples. 

Czech: an essential grammar (Naughton, J.), Routledge, 9780415287852, £30.99 

Accessible Czech grammar with English explanation. 

A frequency dictionary of Czech: core vocabulary for learners (Čermák, F. & M. Kren), 2010, 

Routledge, 9780415576628, pp.286, £36.99 

An invaluable tool for all learners of Czech, providing a list of the 5,000 most frequently used words in the 

language. Each entry features the English equivalent and a sample sentence. 

Software 

Talk Now! Learn Czech, 2nd ed., 2015, Eurotalk, 9781785013232, £24.99+VAT 

Talk Now! is the world's best selling language learning CD-ROM series for beginners, used by more than 

eight million people to date. It's useful for travellers, holiday makers, business people, school children, 

students and families. Interactive topics include: first words, phrases, shopping, numbers and time and you 

can test yourself with graded games. 

Readers: Bilingual 

NEW! Conrad, Joseph. Srdce temnoty / Heart of darkness, 22/02/2016, Edika, book with CD(s), 

9788026608820, £21.99 

Bilingual edition. 

NEW! Cook, James. Deník kapitána Cooka / Captain Cook's Journal, 08/02/2016, Edika, book with 

CD(s), 9788026608806, £17.99 

Bilingual edition. 

NEW! Franklin, Angelo. Jack Rozparovač / Jack the Ripper, 25/01/2016, Edika, book with CD(s), 

9788026608776, £16.99 

Bilingual edition. 

Grimm. Pohádky bratří Grimmů / Fairy Tales by The Brothers Grimm, 2015, Edika, 9788026608431, 

£18.99 

Bilingual version. 

NEW! Joyce, James. Dubliňané / Dubliners, 22/02/2016, Edika, book with CD(s), 9788074073069, 

£16.99 

Bilingual edition. 

Various. Anglické pohádky / English fairy tales, Garamond, 2005, 9788074072062, £9.99 

Pro středně pokročilé/For intermediate. 

—— NEW! The bouquet - Slavic legends, 22/02/2016, Edika, book with CD(s), 9788026609711, 

£10.50 

Bilingual edition. 
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—— NEW! Pes baskervillský / The hound of the Baskervilles (A1/A2), 22/10/2016, Edika, book with 

online access, 9788026609834, £6.99 

Bilingual book for beginners. With MP3 download. 

—— NEW! Princezna Diana / Princess Diana, 2017, Edika, 9788026611349, £16.99 

Bilingual edition 

Readers: Monolingual 

Holá, Lída. Pohádky (A2): adaptovaná česká próza, 2013, book with CD(s), 9788087481981, £16.95 

Each of these twelve tales is accompanied by vivid illustrations which bring the stories to life and greatly 

help with vocabulary. 

Kaska, Ladislav. 333 x česky, 2nd ed., 01/09/2015, Ladislav Kaska, 9788026089629, £7.99 

Fun reader for foreign students learning Czech, packed with anecdotes, riddles, jokes and various short 

stories. Level A1-B1. 

Neruda, J. Povídky malostranské (B1), 2012, Asa, book with CD(s), 9788087481608, £13.99 

Simplified reader for intermediate learners with comprehension exercises and glossary. 

Various. Staré pověsti české a moravské (A2), 2011, Akropolis, book with CD(s), 9788087481592, 

£18.99 

Simplified reader for beginners with comprehension exercises and glossary. 

Background 

Culture smart! Czech Republic (Ritter, N.), Kuperard, 9781857333343, £6.95 

This pocket-sized book provides essential information on attitudes, beliefs and behaviour in the country. 

The Czech reader: history, culture, politics (Bazant, J. et al (eds)), 2011, Duke University Press, 

9780822347941, pp.548, £24.99 

A comprehensive overview of Czech life and culture across centuries. Incorporates essays, poems, song 

lyrics, jokes, anecdotes and pieces of fiction, providing an in-depth insight into the country and the 

complexity of its society. 

 

Estonian 

Dictionaries 

Eesti<>inglise taskusonastik (Estonian<>English pocket), 2nd ed., 2012, TEA, 9789985713075, 

pp.729, £22.50 

Two-way dictionary with 40,000 translations. (Suitable for school EAL exam). 

Courses 

Colloquial Estonian (Moseley, C), 2nd ed., 01/07/2015, 9781138950115, £35.99 

Easy to use and up-to-date self-study course for beginners. With free audio download. 

E nagu Eesti (Pesti, M. & H. Ahi), 6th ed., 2015, Tea 
Student’s book & CD, 9789949332304, £38.99 

A comprehensive classroom course of Estonian for beginners. Student's book includes 30 units, exercises, 

answer key and multilingual Estonian-Russian-English-German-Finnish glossary. 

Teach Yourself complete Estonian (Kitsnik, M. & L. Kingisepp), 2010, Hodder Education, book with 

CD(s), 9781444106909, £39.99 

A popular, comprehensive self-study course for complete beginners with the aim of learning everyday, useful 

Estonian through real-life situations. 
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Software 

Talk now! Learn Estonian, 2015, Eurotalk, 9781785013706, £24.99+VAT 

Talk Now! is the world's best selling language learning CD-ROM series for beginners, used by more than 

eight million people to date. It's useful for travellers, holiday makers, business people, school children, 

students and families. Interactive topics include: first words, phrases, shopping, numbers and time and you 

can test yourself with graded games. 

 

Hungarian 

Dictionaries 

Angol<>magyar kisszótár (English<>Hungarian), 2012, Grimm Kiadó, 9789639954526, pp.555, 

£21.99 

Revised edition of a pocket size two-way dictionary aimed at beginners (A1, A2) with around 25,000 

headwords. 

Angol<>magyar zsebszótár (Hungarian<>English pocket) (Katalin, P. M.), 2nd ed., 2012, Grimm 

Kiado, 9789639954588, pp.528, £14.99 

Handy dictionary aimed at language learners. Includes approx. 10,000 words, with headwords in blue for 

easy reference. 

Angol>magyar kisszótár (English>Hungarian) (Kiss, Z., et al.), 2006, Akademiai Kiado, hardback, 

9789630587761, pp.736, £19.50 

One-way dictionary with 18,000 translations and access to the internet-based version. There is also a 

Hungarian>English volume. 

Hippocrene concise dictionary: Hungarian<>English (Takacs, G.), 9780781803175, pp.281, £14.50 

Over 7,000 entries. 

Hungarian<> English practical dictionary (Szabo, E.), 2004, Hippocrene, 9780781810685, pp.694, 

£26.99 

Two-way dictionary with over 31,000 entries, plus comprehensive pronunciation guide and concise 

introduction to Hungarian grammar. 

Large English-Hungarian & Hungarian-English dictionary (Eszter, M.M., & P.M. Katalin), 4th ed., 

17/12/2013, Grimm Kiado, hardback, 9789639954724, pp.1152, £53.50 

A large modern dictionary, ideal for students, business users and travellers with 50,000 entries. Includes 

phonetic pronunciation of English headwords and a grammar section 

Magyar<>angol zsebszótár (Hungarian<>English pocket dictionary) (Bodoczky, N. et al), 2nd 

ed., 2004, Akademiai Kiado, hardback, 9789630591928, pp.871, £15.50 

Two-way dictionary with 130,000 entries. (Suitable for exam use). Reprinted 2014. 

Magyar>angol  kisszótár (Hungarian>English) (Kiss, Z., et al.), 2006, Akademiai Kiado, hardback, 

9789630587778, pp.795, £14.99 

One-way dictionary with 18,000 translations and access to the internet-based version. There is also an 

English> Hungarian volume. 

One-to-one bilingual Hungarian-English, English-Hungarian dictionary (Mallows, L.), 2nd ed., 

01/03/2014, Star Books, hardback, 9781908357502, pp.332, £18.95 

A word-to-word medium-size dictionary, suitable for exam use. 

Courses 

Beginner's Hungarian with 2 audio CDs (Boros, K.), Hippocrene, book with CD(s), 

9780781811927, £25.99+VAT 

This pack provides an introduction to conversational Hungarian in 10 lessons with each lesson focusing on 

common situations such as checking into a hotel. Also includes dialogues, grammar, vocabulary and 

exercises. 
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Colloquial Hungarian (Rounds, C. & E. Solyom), 3rd ed., 2015, Routledge, 9781138949867, £43.99 

Easy to use self-study material for beginners in the very popular 'Colloquial' series. With free audio 

download. 

Hallo, itt Magyarorszag!: Hello, this is Hungary! Hungarian for foreigners (Erdos, J. & C. Prileszky), 

Akademiai Kiado 
Level 1 (Textbook and CD), 9789630595773, £30.99; Level 2 (Textbook and CD), 9789630584432, 

£30.50; Supplementary book, 9789630581073, £22.99 

Each level consists of 20 chapters with illustrated exercises to improve speaking skills, grammar examples 

and practice. The Supplementary book contains key to exercises for both levels and vocabulary and 

grammar expressions in five languages (Hungarian, English, German, French, Italian). 

Hungarian in the easy way (Durst, Péter), 2012, Design Kiadó 
Level 1 (Coursebook + workbook with CD), 9789638961235, £31.99 

Self-study course for complete beginners. 

Hungarolingua, 2015, Debreceni Nyari Egyetem 
Book 1/1, 9786155567001, £40.50; book 1/2, 9786155567018, £40.50; book 2/1, 9786155567032, 

£40.50; book 2/2, 9786155567049, £40.50 

A new edition of a popular language course for classroom use, with updated content and modern practice 

materials. 

MagyarOK, 2013-2016 

A set of textbooks to learn Hungarian, suitable for classroom use. An innovative approach allows learners 

to master the key skills in a fun and approachable way. Audio and interactive materials available for 

download. 
Level A1-A2 — Textbook & workbook, 9789637178689, £41.99; Level A2+ — Textbook & 

workbook, 9789636426811, £37.20; Level B1+ — Textbook & workbook, 9789634290735, £46.99 

Teach Yourself Get started in Hungarian (Pontifex, Z.), 26/09/2014, Hodder Education, 

9781444183177, £29.99 

A simple step-by-step approach providing a gentle introduction to learning Hungarian for the absolute 

beginners who have no experience of learning a foreign language. Covers beginner to lower intermediate 

level (A1-B1). 

Grammars 

1 szó mint 100 - Magyar>angol tematikus szókincstár: Hungarian vocabulary by topic (Pelcz, K. 

& S. Szita), 2011, Akademiai Kiado, 9789630590624, £29.50 

19 thematically organized sections presenting vocabulary in systematic way. Includes sample sentences, 

cultural references and typical everyday situations. For beginners and advanced learners. 

Hungarian grammar - practical & easy, 2nd ed., 2012, PONS, 9786155127281, £19.99 

User-friendly reference book with many examples. 

Hungarian: An essential grammar (Rounds, C.), Routledge, 9780415777377, £31.99 

Well-structured guide to Hungarian grammar. 

PONS Hungarian noun declension tables, 2006, Klett, 9789639641044, £18.99 

User-friendly declension tables with more than 1,600 Hungarian nouns and alphabetical wordlist with 

English translation. 

A Practical Hungarian grammar (Gyakorlò magyar nyelvtan) (Szita, S. & T. Görbe, T.), 2nd ed., 

2014, Akademiai Kiado, 9789630589338, £39.99 

Clearly structured grammar overview in 110 lessons with exercises and explanation in both Hungarian and 

English, aimed at lower-intermediate students. Contains an answer key. 

Software 

Talk Now! Learn Hungarian, 2015, Eurotalk, 9781785013140, £24.99+VAT 

Talk Now! is the world's best selling language learning CD-ROM series for beginners, used by more than 

eight million people to date. It's useful for travellers, holiday makers, business people, school children, 

students and families. Interactive topics include: first words, phrases, shopping, numbers and time and you 

can test yourself with graded games. 
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Latvian 

Dictionaries 

1351 anglu vards (1351 English words) (Orwell, J.P.), Zvaigzne ABC, 9789984177328, £16.50 

Pictorial dictionary for schools and children. 

Latvian-English, English-Latvian dictionary (Mozere, R. & A. Millere), 2002, Zvaigzne ABC, 

9789984179629, pp.464, £19.99 

A popular medium-sized two-way dictionary. 

Latvian-English, English-Latvian one-to-one dictionary (Baranovska, J.), 2nd ed., 27/03/2014, Star 

Books, 9781908357489, pp.332, £19.95 

A word-to-word medium-size dictionary, suitable for exam use. 

Courses 

Colloquial Latvian (Moseley, C), 2nd ed., 2015, Routledge, 9781138949898, £43.99 

Easy to use self-study material for beginners. With free audio download. 

Laipa, 2015 

A modern, engaging textbook for classroom use. In Latvian throughout. 
Level A1 — Textbook, 9789984829081, £22.99; workbook, 9789984829098, £7.50 

NEW! Level A2 — Textbook, 9789984829388, £22.99; workbook, 9789984829326, £7.50 

Latvian in 25 lessons (Svarinska, A.), 9789984228419, pp.111, £14.95 

Aims to give a basic knowledge of Latvian. 

Latvian in three months (Dace, D.), 2009, Zvaigzne ABC, 9789934003424, £15.99 

Course book for beginners who want to learn the basics quickly. Contains dialogues on a variety of topics, 

principles of Latvian grammar explained in a simple and comprehensive way, numerous exercises and 

English<>Latvian glossary. 

Teach Yourself complete Latvian (Bartholomew, T. S.), 2010, Hodder Education, book with CD(s), 

9781444106886, £49.99 

A popular, comprehensive self-study course for complete beginners with the aim of teaching everyday, 

useful Latvian through real-life situations. 

Grammars 

Latvian: an essential grammar (Praulins, D.), 2012, Routledge, 9780415576925, £31.99 

Suitable for independent and classroom learners, this book takes the reader through the essentials of the 

language, explaining different concepts and providing examples of contemporary Latvian usage. 

 

Lithuanian 

Dictionaries 

Anglu<>lietuviu kalbu žodynas (English<>Lithuanian) (Piesarskas, B. & B. Svecevičius), 2007, 

Žodynas, hardback, 9789986465539, pp.807, £43.99 

Medium-sized two-way dictionary with 30,000 words. 

English-Lithuanian, Lithuanian-English one-to-one dictionary (Kazakeviviute, R.), 01/01/2015, 

Star Books, 9781908357519, pp.332, £19.95 

A word-to-word medium-size dictionary, suitable for exam use. 
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Hippocrene practical dictionary Lithuanian<>English dictionary, 01/12/2013, Hippocrene, 

9780781812917, pp.516, £28.99 

With 18,000 entries, this pocket size dictionary is suitable and accessible for both the professional 

interpreters and beginners alike. Section on basic Lithuanian grammar and pronunciation guide as well as a 

short introduction about the country make this position very valuable. 

Iliustruotas anglų-lietuvių kalbų žodynas (English>Lithuanian illustrated), 2012, Alma Littera, 

flexi (plastic) cover, 9789955241843, pp.360, £19.99 

An illustrated pocket-sized dictionary with more than 6,000 words sorted by topic. 

Lithuanian-English, English-Lithuanian dictionary (Piesarskas, B.), 2011, Sirokas, 9786098057003, 

pp.402, £15.99 

Pocket two-way dictionary with approx. 25.000 words and phrases. 

Courses 

Colloquial Lithuanian (Press, I. & M. Ramoniene), 01/07/2015, Routledge, book with online access, 

9781138949911, £43.99 

Easy to use, comprehensive and clearly structured self-study course. 

Lietuvių kalba užsieniečiams: teorija ir praktika / Lithuanian course for foreigners: theory 

and practice (Žukienė, Regina), 2012, Technika, 9786094572845, pp.235, £21.50 

A brief course in Lithuanian containing speaking, lexical and grammar tasks in each chapter. With audio 

CD. 

Teach Yourself complete Lithuanian (Ramoniene, M. & V. Stunbriene), 2010, Hodder Education, 

book with CD(s), 9781444106893, £39.99 

New edition of this beginners course for self-study. The course is conducted in English with the aim of 

teaching everyday, useful Lithuanian through real-life situations. 

 

Macedonian 

Dictionaries 

NEW! The Routledge Macedonian-English Dictionary (Mircevska, Suncica), 21/01/2016, 

Routledge, 9781138985544, £32.99 

Over 50,000 headwords with all necessary grammatical information. Included idiomatic expressions and 

proverbs. 

Courses 

Macedonian (Kramer, C.), 3rd ed., 2011, University of Wisconsin Press 
Textbook, 9780299247645, £43.95; CD(s), 9780299247676, £15.83+VAT 

A revised and improved edition of this comprehensive course for beginning and intermediate students. 
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Polish 

Dictionaries: Bilingual 

Oxford essential Polish<>English dictionary, 2010, Oxford University Press, 9780199580491, 

pp.496, £7.99 

A handy dictionary with 45,000 words, with plenty of examples of usage. 

Oxford pocket Polish<>English dictionary, 06/01/2005, Oxford University Press, 9780194315982, 

pp.538, £11.90 

Pocket-size bilingual dictionary with all essential vocabulary and examples of usage. 

PWN Oxford nowy słownik angielsko<>polski (English<>Polish), hardback, 9788301144494, 

pp.520, £34.99 

A very comprehensive single volume two-way edition of the best-selling dictionary with approx. 400,000 

words. Large format. 

Dictionaries: Picture & illustrated 

NEW! Polish<>English bilingual visual dictionary, 15/01/2016, DK, 9780241199251, pp.360, 

£8.99 

Approx. 10,000 fully illustrated terms. Arranged by theme the dictionary covers an array of subjects: from 

eating out and shopping, to leisure, work, appearance and beyond. 

Courses: Classroom 

Cześć, jak się masz?: a Polish language textbook 
Part I. Spotykajmy sie w Polsce, 9788324231089, £24.95; Part II. Spotkajmy sie w Europie, 

9788324222131, £25.50 

A communicative textbook of Polish with a free CD. Each lesson consists of Polish texts with Polish-English 

vocabulary acquisition, information about grammar and communicative exercises. Part 1 (A1) is for 

beginners, part 2 (A2) is for elementary level. 

Hurra po polsku, 2006-08, Prolog 

A modern classroom course with audio-CD, 20 lessons and numerous exercises. 
Level 1 (A1) — Textbook with CD, 9788360229248, £27.95; exercise book with CD, 

9788360229255, £18.95; teacher’s book, 9788360229316, £19.99 

Level 2. (A2) — Textbook with CD, 9788360229262, £28.95; exercise book with CD, 

9788360229279, £16.95; teacher’s book, 9788360229200, £19.99 

Level 3. (B1) — Textbook with CD, 9788360229286, £28.95; exercise book with CD, 

9788360229293, £16.95; teacher’s book, 9788360229323, £19.99 

NEW! Język polski dla obcokrajowców (B1+) (Mędak, Stanisław), 2015, Petrus, 9788377203484, 

£19.99 

Textbook for intermediate learners, with thematic sections explaining certain aspects of Polish grammar 

and syntax. 

NEW! Język polski z mistrzami słowa, 2016, Petrus, 9788377202340, £19.99 

Using original texts from the most famous Polish writers, this textbooks explains grammar, verb formation, 

lexical structures and more. For intermediate and advanced students. 

NEW! Ortografia polska w ćwiczeniach dla obcokrajowców, 2016, Prolog, book with CD(s), 

9788360229446, £26.50 

A comprehensive collection of exercises in Polish spelling aimed specifically at foreign learners. Includes 

large section explaining rules of spelling and common errors. 

NEW! Po polsku po Polsce, 2016, Avalon 
Textbook, 9788394525804, £21.50 

This textbook integrates language learning and cultural information giving learners a strong background for 

living and working in Poland. Online platform gives access to variety of additional resources and exercises. 

Includes grammar section, answer key and audio transcripts. 
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Polski krok po kroku (Stempek, I. et al.), 2010-2012, polish-courses.com 

Well-structured and engaging coursebook for beginners, with a variety of exercises, MP3 CD and additional 

exercises, answer keys, grammar explanations in English and teacher's notes accessible online. In Polish 

throughout. 
Level A1 — Textbook, 9788393073108, £26.50; workbook, 9788393073139, £31.50; games & 

activities book, 9788393073122, £35.99; NEW! teacher's book, 9788394117818, £28.95 

Level A2 — Textbook, 9788393073115, £28.99; workbook, 9788393073153, £19.99 

Grammar tables, 9788393073146, £23.50 

34 charts illustrating and explaining in a clear manner main grammar problems of Polish language. Suitable for a 

classroom use as well as for self-study. 

NEW! Polski krok po kroku junior, 2015, polish-courses.com 

Aimed at young learners of Polish (age 10-15), this series includes interested and motivating lessons and 

fun materials to engage the students and make learning Polish enjoyable. 
Level 1 (A1) — Textbook, 9788394117801, £28.50; workbook, 9788394117825, £17.99; language 

games, 9788394117832, £30.99 

NEW! Start, 3rd ed., 2017, Klub Dialogu 

Textbook aimed at introducing learner to the Polish language through 10 engaging lessons focussed on 

everyday interactions and core communication skills. 
Level 1 (A0) — Textbook & CD, 9788394693909, £30.99; activity book, 9788392956150, £15.50 

NEW! Survival Polish crash course, 2016, Prolog 
Student's book & MP3 CDs, 9788360229422, £25.50; teacher's book, 9788360229453, £19.99; 

interactive whiteboard CD-ROM, 9788360229477, £65.83+VAT; self-study edition, 9788360229408, 

£16.99 

The book contains 17 modules in which the student becomes acquainted with typical every-day situations 

and acquires the skills necessary to react in these situations. Includes MP3 CDs and vocabulary cards. For 

level A0-A1. 

Courses: Self Study 

Colloquial Polish (Mazur, B.), 3rd ed., 2015, Routledge, 9781138960107, £43.99 

A step-by-step approach to spoken and written Polish, allowing the student to communicate confidently in a 

broad range of everyday situations. With free audio download. 

Polish doesn't bite!, 2011, Edgard, 9788362482733, £9.50 

Aimed at beginners, contains a large number of exercises to reinforce vocabulary and grammar. Includes 

Polish<>English glossary. Audio files available online. 

Polish for dummies (Gabryańczyk, D.), 2012, Wiley, book with CD(s), 9781119979593, £16.99 

An unintimidating guide to help you start speaking Polish quickly and easily. Packed with practical lessons, 

cultural facts and handy references. The CD features practical dialogues by native Polish speakers, and 

reinforces lessons from the book. 

NEW! Polski bez problemu! Polish for foreigners., 2nd ed., 2017, SuperMemo 
Elementary level (A1-A2), 9788379840182, £18.99; intermediate level (B1), 9788379840199, 

£18.99; advanced level (B2-C1), 9788379840205, £18.99 

A self-study course to develop your Polish skills quickly and easily, featuring a wide range of exercises and 

activities and an MP3-CD with dialogues. 

Teach Yourself complete Polish (Gotteri, N. & J. Michalak-Gray), 3rd ed., 29/08/2014, Hodder 

Education 
Book, 9781444195293, £24.99; book with CD(s), 9781444195286, £39.99 

A popular, comprehensive self-study course for complete beginners with the aim of teaching everyday, 

useful Polish through real-life situations. 

Grammars 

301 Polish verbs (Janecki, K.), Barrons Educational, 9780764110207, £12.99 

Polish verb tables, fully conjugated in all the tenses. 
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Basic Polish: a grammar and workbook (Bielec, D.), 2nd ed., 26/09/2014, Routledge, 

9780415726016, £37.99 

Step-by-step beginner's guide that gives the reader a thorough grounding in the basics of Polish grammar in 

40 units and provides a variety of exercises to enable students to practise what they have learned. 

Discovering Polish: a learner's grammar (Madelska, L. & G. Schwartz), 2nd ed., 2016, Prolog, 

9788360229378, £18.99 

A systematic presentation of Polish grammar for English speakers, introducing the learner to the complexity 

of grammatical structures through engaging exercises, humorous examples and clear tables. Part of "Hurra 

po polsku" series. 

Gramatyka? Alez tak!: Cwiczenia gramatyczne dla poziomu A2 (Machowska, Joanna), 2011, 

Universitas, 9788324216550, pp.288, £17.99 

Grammar workbook aimed at beginners+ level (A2). Varied material helps the student to understand, 

memorize and practice grammar in a funny and user-friendly way. 

Gramatyka? Dlaczego nie?!: cwiczenia gramatyczne dla poziomu A1 (Machowska, J.), 01/12/2014, 

Universitas, 9788324227495, £17.99 

Grammar exercises for beginners (level A1) in 17 chapters. In Polish throughout, with answer key. 

Intermediate Polish: a grammar and workbook (Bielec, D.), Routledge, 9780415224390, £28.99 

Practice in Polish grammar at intermediate level. 

NEW! Język polski dla obcokrajowców. Czasowniki ruchu: Znaczenia, odmiana, składnia, 2017, 

Petrus, 9788377203958, £19.99 

Polish verbs of motion explained in a clear and approachable manner. For intermediate and advanced 

students. 

NEW! Polish tutor: grammar & vocabulary workbook, 09/03/2017, Hodder & Stoughton, 

9781473617407, £29.99 

Offers a range of clear and effective learning features covering levels A2-B1: 200 activities across a range 

of grammar and vocabulary points, unique visual verb tenses timeline and infographics for extra context, 

personal tutor hints and tips and much more. 

Polish verbs and essentials of grammar (Swan, O.), 2008, McGraw-Hill, 9780071597463, £16.99 

Introduces all the major verbal and grammatical concepts of the language. 

Testuj swój polski / Test your Polish: grammar (Szpigiel, Renata), 2012-2013, Prolog 
Book 1 (A1/A2), 9788360229620, pp.128, £14.95; book 2 (A2/B1), 9788360229637, £14.95 

Ideal for teaching and consolidating a basic knowledge of grammar, the book features 70 tests with key, a 

Polish-English glossary and tips for learners of Polish. 

Vocabularies 

Fiszki starter: Polish vocabulary cards, 2014, Cztery Glowy, flashcards, 9788378431824, 

£9.58+VAT 

300 cards with 560 words and phrases useful for every beginner are presented in 13 concise lessons. 

Explanation of the core grammatical concepts are also included. 

Polish for foreigners: fiszki plus, 2015, Edgard 
Level A0-A1, 9788377885437, £10.83+VAT 

Handy vocabulary flashcards covering over 1,600 words and phrases, with access to online audio 

recordings and interactive materials 

NEW! Słownictwo polskie w ćwiczeniach dla obcokrajowców, 2016, Prolog, 9788360229491, 

£23.99 

20 thematic lessons is Polish vocabulary aimed at intermediate learners. 

Testuj swoj polski / Test your Polish: vocabulary (Krzton, Justyna), 2011-2015, Prolog 
Book 1 (A1/A2), 9788360229606, pp.131, £14.50; pack 1 (A1/A2), 9788360229712, £16.50; book 2 

(A2/B1), 9788360229613, £14.95; pack 2 (A2/B1), 9788360229729, £16.99; vocabulary at work, 

9788360229613, £14.95; vocabulary at work pack, 9788360229736, £15.50 

Part of a new series of self-study materials this book features 70 vocabulary tests with key, tips for learners 

and a Polish-English-German glossary. The packs include flash cards and MP3 CD 
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Translation 

Difficult words in Polish-English translation (Douglas Kozlowska, Krystyna), 2011, PWN, 

9788301142889, pp.168, £15.50 

Aid for Polish-English translation providing list of the commonly troublesome words in alphabetical order, 

with a commentary on usage in different contexts. 

Readers 

The Routledge intermediate Polish reader: Polish through the press, internet and contemporary 

literature (Grundy, A. & O. E. Swan), 18/11/2013, Routledge, 9780415516419, pp.244, £33.99 

The readings are taken from an assortment of contemporary Polish writing, including extracts from modern 

literature and articles from magazines and newspapers. The texts have been specifically selected to ensure 

that students will receive maximum exposure to topics relevant to Polish language and culture. 

Testuj swoj polski / Test your Polish: Reading, 2015, Prolog, 9788360229644, £14.99 

Various short texts with exercises and vocabulary help aimed at learners from level A2 to C1. 

Supplementary Material 

NEW! Pisac jak z nut: podrecznik rozwijajacy sprawnosc pisania, 30/11/2016, Universitas, 

9788324230402, £23.50 

Writing exercises and practice materials for intermediate learners. Offers a chance to practice different 

forms and learn formal and informal structures. 

Polski Megatest: Polish in exercises, 2014, Lingo 
A1-B1, 9788378921455, £15.99; B2-C1, 9788378921196, £22.99; C2, 9788378921479, £15.99 

A collection of exercises, tests and puzzles for foreigners learning Polish, covers grammar structures, 

vocabulary, conjugation and more. 

NEW! Testuj swoj polski: Fonetyka / Test your Polish: Phonetics, 2017, Prolog, book with 

CD(s), 9788360229668, £15.50 

Test and correct your pronunciation with this engaging text book for levels A1-B1. Includes over 70 

recordings and exercises with answer key 

Bilingual books 

Austen, Jane. Sense and Sensibility. Rozważna i romantyczna, 01/09/2014, 44.pl,  

pp.100, 9788363035679, £5.99 

Adaptation of this classic novel in bilingual English-Polish edition. 

Baum, Frank. The wonderful wizard of Oz / Czarnoksiężnik z Krainy Oz: Czytamy w oryginale wielkie 

powieści, 44.pl, pp.110, 9788363035655, £5.50 

Bilingual adaptation in parallel text. 

Carroll, Lewis. Alice's adventures in Wonderland / Alicja w krainie czarów: Czytamy w oryginale 

wielkie powieści, 44.pl, pp.100, 9788363035624, £5.50 

Bilingual adaptation of Carroll's famous story. 

Conan Doyle, Arthur. The adventures of Sherlock Holmes / Przygody Sherlocka Holmesa, 44.pl, 

pp.100, 9788363035617, £5.99 

Bilingual adaptation in parallel text. 

London, Jack. White fang / Biały Kieł: Czytamy w oryginale wielkie powieści, 44.pl, pp.98, 

9788363035662, £5.99 

Bilingual adaptation in parallel text. 

Poe, Edgar Allan. Opowiadania / Short stories, 2012, 44, 9788363035044, £8.50 

Five stories in a bilingual version. 

Porter, Eleanor H. Pollyanna, 01/09/2014, 44pl., pp.96, 9788363035686, £5.99 

Adaptation of this classic book in bilingual English-Polish edition. 
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Stevenson, Robert Luis. Treasure Island / Wyspa Skarbów: Czytamy w oryginale wielkie powieści, 

44.pl, pp.102, 9788363035631, £5.99 

Bilingual adaptation of "Treasure island". 

Swift, Jonathan. Gulliver's Travels /. Podróże Guliwera, 44, 9788363035648, £5.99 

Bilingual edition 

Szymborska, W. Nic dwa razy… / Nothing twice…, 2012, Wydawnictwo Literackie, hardback, 

9788308048962, £22.50 

Bilingual selection of poems by Polish Nobel Prize winner. 

NEW! Tuwim, Julian. Lokomotywa, 01/01/2017, pp.24, hardback, 9788324231416, £14.99 

Multilingual and illustrated edition with one of the best-known Polish poems for children. 

Twain, Mark. The adventures of Tom Sawyer / Przygody Tomka Sawyera: Czytamy w oryginale 

wielkie powieści, 44.pl, pp.100, 9788363035600, £5.50 

Bilingual adaptation in parallel text. 

Various. Czytamy w oryginale wielkie powiesci, 44.pl 

Series of English classics in simplified English. In parallel text. 
Defoe, Daniel. Robinson Crusoe, pp.98, 9788363035587, £5.99 

Hodgson Burnett, Frances. The secret garden / Tajemniczy ogród, pp.102,  9788363035594, £5.99 

Stoker, Bram. Dracula, 9788363035280, £5.50 

NEW! Various. Seria [ze słownikiem], Ze Słownikiem 

Bilingual classics of the contemporary literature with a handy dictionary of difficult English words. 
Level B2, Dracula, part 1, 9788365646101, £14.50; Dracula, part 2, 9788365646118, £14.99 

Level C1, Wojna światów, part 1, 9788365646170, £14.99; Wojna światów, part 2, 9788365646187, 

£14.99 

Background 

A country in the moon: travels in search of the heart of Poland (Moran, Michelle), Granta, 

9781847081049, £9.99 

Entertaining memoir and meticulously researched cultural journey through Poland, covering its history, 

society and customs. 

Xenophobe's guide to the Poles (Lipniacka, E.), 2009, Oval Books, 9781906042448, £4.99 

An irreverent look at the foibles of the people and the nation. 

 

Romanian 

Dictionaries 

English-Romanian, Romanian-English one-to-one dictionary, 01/06/2014, Star Books, 

9781908357601, pp.311, £19.95 

Medium size word-to-word dictionary, suitable for exam use. 

Hippocrene Romanian-English, English-Romanian practical dictionary (Miroiu, M.), 2010, 

Hippocrene, 9780781812245, pp.450, £22.99 

Over 30,000 words including business and technical terms. Suitable for exam use. 

Linghea. Dictionar de buzunar / Romanian<>English pocket dictionary, 2012, Linghea, 

9786069313022, pp.656, £14.50 

Up-to-date pocket size dictionary with headwords highlighted for users' convenience. 

Poseidon Romanian-English, English-Romanian dictionary (Cotoaga, L.V.), 01/06/2012, 

Poseidon, 9786069311783, pp.573, £14.95 

A modern, two-way dictionary with around 30,000 words. 

Teora dictionar englez<>român (Bantas, A.), 2012, Teora, hardback, 9789736017919, pp.940, 

£37.95 

A large, comprehensive both-way dictionary with over 75,000 words. 
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Courses 

Colloquial Romanian (Deletant, D.), 4th ed., 2015, Routledge, 9781138960176, £43.99 

Easy to use self-study material for beginners. 

Teach Yourself Complete Romanian (Deletant, D. & Y. Alexandrescu), 2010, Hodder & 

Stoughton, book with CD(s), 9781444105599, £39.99 

Teaches everyday Romanian through real-life situations, with easy-to-read page design and audio support 

available on MP3 compatible CDs. Will take you from beginner to upper intermediate level. 

Grammars 

Romanian verb wheel, Verba Volant, 9789738828261, £9.99 

Romanian verb wheel. 

Romanian: an essential grammar (Gonczol-Davies, R.), 01/01/2007, Routledge, 9780415338257, 

£32.99 

An accessible introduction to Romanian grammar. 

Readers 

NEW! Aventurile lui Sherlock Holmes: Liga Roscatilor/ The Adventures of Sherlock 

Holmes: The Red- Headed League (Doyle, Arthur Conan), 2017, Litrea, 9786063311383, 

pp.96, £10.50 

Bilingual English - Romanian reader of "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: The Red - Headed League". 

NEW! Banconta de un milion lire / The £1,000,000 Bank-Note (Twain, Mark), 2017, Litera, 

9786063309847, pp.96, £7.99 

Bilingual English - Romanian reader of Twain's "The £1 000,000 Bank-Note". 

NEW! Batranul Sef Mshlanga / The Old Chief of Mshlanga (Lessing, Doris), 2017, Litera, 

9786063311253, pp.96, £7.99 

Bilingual English - Romanian reader of Lessing's "The Old Chief of Mshlanga" and "No Witchcraft for Sale". 

NEW! Crimele din Rue Morgue / The Murders in the Rue Morgue (Poe, Edgar Allan), 2016, 

Litera, 9786063310737, pp.96, £7.99 

Bilingual English - Romanian reader. 

NEW! Fantoma din Canterville / The Canterville Ghost (Wilde, Oscar), 2016, Litera, 

9786063311727, pp.96, £7.99 

Bilingual English - Romanian reader. 

NEW! Gratia divina / Grace (Joyce, James), 2016, Litera, 9786063310744, pp.96, £7.99 

Bilingual English - Romanian reader. 

NEW! Ofiterul prusac/ The Prussian Officer (Lawrence, D. H.), 2017, Litera, 9786063311802, 

pp.96, £7.99 

Bilingual English - Romanian reader of "The Prussian Officer". 
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Serbian 

Dictionaries 

English-Serbian, Serbian-English dictionary (Kněževic, M. & D. Džakovic), 3rd ed., 2010, Jaceh, 

hardback, 9788685337116, pp.1141, £23.99 

A comprehensive two-way dictionary with pronunciation, definitions, examples of usage and technical terms. 

Includes thematic visual dictionary. 

Courses 

Bosnian, Croatian, Serbian (Alexander, R. & E. Elias-Bursac), University of Wisconsin Press 
Grammar with sociolinguistic commentary, 9780299211943, £41.50; Textbook with exercises 

and basic grammar, 9780299236540, £41.50; CD pack, 9780299221102, £27.50+VAT 

A comprehensive course suitable for self-study and classroom use. All dialogues, exercises and reading 

selections available in three languages. 

Colloquial Serbian (Hawkesworth, C.), 2015, Routledge, 9781138949799, £35.99 

Easy to use self-study material. With free audio download. 

Teach Yourself complete Serbian (Ribnikar, V. & D. Norris), 2010, Hodder Education, book with 

CD(s), 9781444102314, £39.99 

New edition of this beginners course for self-study. The course is conducted in English with the aim of 

teaching everyday, useful Serbian through real-life situations. 

Grammars 

Serbian: an essential grammar (Hammond, L.), Routledge, 9780415286411, £28.99 

A comprehensive introduction to Serbian grammar. 

 

Slovak 

Dictionaries 

Anglicko<>slovenský ilustrovaný dvojjazyčný slovník (English<>Slovak illustrated), 3rd ed., 

2017, Slovart, flexi (plastic) cover, 9788055623986, £25.99 

An illustrated pocket-sized dictionary with more than 6,000 words sorted by topics. 

Anglicko<>slovenský vreckový slovník (English<>Slovak pocket), 3rd ed., 2017, Lingea, 

9788081451904, pp.822, £15.99 

Two-way dictionary with 35,000 translations, phrases, basic outline of English grammar and other useful 

information for travelling. (Suitable for school EAL exam purposes.) 

English-Slovak, Slovak-English dictionary (Andricik, M. & J. Gresty), 2009, Pezolt, hardback, 

9788088797654, pp.1370, £42.50 

Medium-size dictionary with 50,000 words. Contains phonetic transcription of both English and Slovak 

words. 

English-Slovak, Slovak-English pocket dictionary (Pit'ová, M.), 01/06/1998, Mikula, 

9788088814719, pp.800, £17.95 

Over 24,000 words and phrases with examples of usage in a handy format. 

English-Slovak, Slovak-English practical dictionary, 2012, Ottovo, 9788074510847, pp.888, 

£31.50 

Comprehensive, up-to-date dictionary  covering both everyday and professional vocabulary. 

NEW! Lingea anglicko<>slovenský praktický slovník (English<>Slovak practical), 2016, 

Lingea, flexi (plastic) cover, 9788081451256, pp.1279, £28.99 

Medium-sized two-way dictionary with 70,000 words and headwords in blue. 
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Courses 

Colloquial Slovak (Naughton, J.), 2nd ed., 2015, Routledge, 9781138960206, £43.99 

A comprehensive self-study course. With audio download. 

Krížom krážom (Kamenárová, R.), 2010-2014, Studia Academica Slovaca 
Textbook & CD (A1), 9788022324410, £54.99; textbook & 2 CDs (A2), 9788022332651, £56.99; 

workbook (A1-A2), 9788022328098, £21.99; textbook & 2 CDs (B1), 9788022330350, £56.99; 

textbook & CD (B2), 9788022336604, £39.99 

Classroom course focussing on communication skills. Each books consists of 10 units with lively dialogues 

and exercises. 

Grammars 

Learn 101 Slovak verbs in 1 day with the Learnbots (Ryder, R.), 01/11/2014, iEdutainments, 

9781908869302, £5.99 

A fast, fun and easy way to learn Slovak verbs. With downloadable audio materials. 

Software 

Talk Now! Learn Slovak, 2015, Eurotalk, 9781785013249, £24.99+VAT 

Talk Now! is the world's best selling language learning CD-ROM series for beginners, used by more than 

eight million people to date. It's useful for travellers, holiday makers, business people, school children, 

students and families. Interactive topics include: first words, phrases, shopping, numbers and time and you 

can test yourself with graded games. 

Background 

Culture smart! Slovakia (Edwards, B.), 2011, Kuperard, 9781857335668, £6.95 

This pocket-sized book provides essential information on attitudes, beliefs and behaviour in the country, 

ensuring that you arrive at your destination aware of basic manners, common courtesies and sensitive 

issues. 

 

Slovene 

Courses 

Colloquial Slovene (Pirnat-Greenberg, M.), 2nd ed., 2015, Routledge, 9781138950153, £55.00 

Easy to use self-study material. With audio download. 

Grammars 

NEW! Slovene: a comprehensive grammar (Herrity, P.), 2nd ed., 14/01/2016, Routledge, 

9781138818637, £59.99 

Systematic approach to grammar usage. 
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Ukrainian 

Dictionaries 

English-Ukrainian, Ukrainian-English one-to-one dictionary (Volobuyeva, K.), 2012, Star, 

hardback, 9781908357182, pp.442, £19.95 

A medium-size word-to-word dictionary, suitable for exam use. About 30,000 entries. 

Ukrainian-English, English-Ukrainian practical dictionary (Hrabovsky, L.), 1994, Hippocrene, 

9780781803069, pp.406, £18.99 

Pocket-sized dictionary with approx. 10,000 entries, pronunciation guide and menu reader. Includes both 

Cyrillic script and romanization. 

Courses 

Colloquial Ukrainian (Press, I. & S. Pugh), 2015, Routledge, 9781138960367, £43.99 

Easy to use self-study material. With audio download. 

Teach yourself complete Ukrainian (Bekh, O. & J. Dingley), 2010, Hodder & Stoughton, book with 

CD(s), 9781444104134, £44.99 

Teaches everyday Ukrainian through real-life situations, with full colour easy-to-read page design, and audio 

support available on MP3 compatible CDs. Will take you from beginner to upper intermediate level. 

Grammars 

Ukrainian: a comprehensive grammar (Pugh, S. & I. Press), Routledge, 9780415150309, £48.99 

Complete reference source for learners. 

Software 

Talk Now! Learn Ukranian, 2015, Eurotalk, 9781785013836, £24.99+VAT 

Talk Now! is the world's best selling language learning CD-ROM series for beginners, used by more than 

eight million people to date. It's useful for travellers, holiday makers, business people, school children, 

students and families. Interactive topics include: first words, phrases, shopping, numbers and time and you 

can test yourself with graded games. 

  

 

  

  


